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Basic book citation:

Article in a “collected essay” book: (Chicago Music Guide p. 1, last example)

When Source is Part of Larger Work:

“Title of Source.” [In] *Title of Container*.

Container could be:
- Book
- Score (collection or anthology)
- CD
- Journal
- Reference work (e.g. *New Grove*)
Score: (p. 3 of Guide, 2nd section)

Score: One Work in Anthology (Guide p. 3)

Basic Formatting Rules for Assignment:

• Include your marked Assignment Part I when you turn in Part II.
• Follow the Bibliography (“B”) examples on handout
• Entries in alphabetical order, not numbered
• Single space within entries; double space between entries
• Use “hanging indent” for each entry, like this:

  Last, First. *Title of Book: Subtitle of Book.* Editor of book.
  Place: Publisher, date.

• Spelling and punctuation count!